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Dear Recruitment Manager, 
I am writing to express my strong interest in ABC Bank’s 2018 Management Associate Programme. My                
interaction with the alumni working in your firm has given me a great insight into what it is like to work                     
with ABC Bank. Given the global reputation and track record of its success in the international market, I                  
believe working at your bank will be the ideal introduction to a career where I can gain greater exposure                   
while working for a firm with collaborative culture and talented people.  
 
My interest in working in the frontline as the salesforce has grown through my past years’ studies at the                   
University of Exeter. I believe that the combination of my strong analytical skills, tireless work ethic and                 
polished communication skills matches many characteristics that ABC Bank seeks in its Management             
Associates. Your Relationship Management team is especially expected to not just sell financial products              
but more importantly deliver high value to the clients in order to maintain long-term relationships.  
 
This summer, I have undertaken to work as a Financial Services Advisory Intern at Devon Partners. I am                  
mainly exposed to compliance advisory for the Private Wealth Management division of an international              
bank, and a French investment bank including the KYC, AML/CFT policy, and financial crime framework               
review. I work with investment bankers to conduct customer due-diligence as well. Handling these              
responsibilities at Devon Partners has helped me realize that Banking is actually the career path that I want                  
to pursue and can excel at. Hence, I proactively dedicate additional time to work closely with the                 
investment bankers who currently mentor me, for gaining valuable insights into a wide range of deal                
executions including buy-side and sell- side M& A, ECM and DCM in various sectors. 
 
On the academic side, I have received a brilliant result in my Accounting major (CGPA: 4.1/4.3) in Exeter,                  
and been awarded the First Class Honour in Financial Statement Analysis (a financial valuation course) at                
the University of Chicago where I also studied more about DCF and the Abnormal Earning valuation model.                 
All of these courses, combined with my industry experience have trained me to solve challenging               
problems, bolstering my critical thinking and decision making skills.  
 
Beyond my academic curriculum, I have also engaged in various case competitions to apply my knowledge                
in a range of subjects from management consulting, M&A valuation (including Bloomberg terminal and              
Avention for financial data mining) to practical scenarios, and won several championships. More             
importantly, the self-directed nature of these competitions required excellent time management skills, and             
underscored my work ethic and willingness to learn.  
 
ABC’s global market share in the Commercial Banking sector and the exciting and diverse opportunities               
that it offers to young talents like me, are the reasons why I am particularly drawn towards this program. I                    
believe my strong academic background and analytical skills coupled with my passion for Finance, have               
equipped me to be an effective team member at DBS. I look forward to having the opportunity to interview                   
for the Management Associate position and add value to my future team in your organization. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
Philippa Crest 

 


